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LAB BAND I
JAZZ2 &
JAZZ SINGERS

Directed by:

Sam Trimble
Don Wilkinson
Elisa Fraser Wilson

Tuesday, November 9th, 2004
Fox Fine Arts Recital Hall 7:30pm
Program
Jazz2

On the Count of Three
The Best of Friends
By My Side
Borrowed Time

A Day in the Life of a Fool
   Elisa Gomez, Solo
I'll Be Around
   Jesus Carlos Rodriguez, Solo
Come Fly With Me

Jazz Singers
Arr. Paris Rutherford
Alec Wilder
Arr. G. Yasinitsky

Lab Band I
I'll Be Around
   Jerry Escobar
Superman
   Ziggy Garcia, Trumpet
Night Flight
   Chris Oliver, Flugelhorn
   Danny Fernandez, Alto
Belly Roll
   Chris Oliver, Trumpet
   Aaron Doyle, Tenor
   Danny Fernandez, Alto
Seven Steps to Heaven
   Danny Fernandez, Alto
   Chris Oliver, Trumpet
   Jose Reyes, Trombone
Start To Love Again
   Danny Fernandez, Soprano Sax

A Minor Case of the Blues
   Chris Oliver, Erik Porras, Trumpets
   The Sax Section

Paul Clark
Gordon Brisker
Sammy Nestico
Don Schamber

Miles Davis/Goodwin
Gordon Goodwin
Matt Cattingub
Personnel

**JAZZ2**
Don Wilkinson, Director

**Saxophones**
Gilbert Martínez, Alto
Bryan Sanchezi, Alto
Michelle Vallee, Tenor
Pablo Berumen, Tenor
Ernie Gonzalez, Baritone

**Trombones**
Mike Barron
Ray Castaneda
Oscar Torres
Ghibrán Cordero

**Trumpets**
Raul Candelaria
Justin C’de Baca
Christian Rodríguez
Priscilla Esparza
Steve Hernandez

**Reeds**
Daniel Fernandez*
Larry Adame
Aaron Doyle
Edder Cobos
Carlos Colon

**Trumpets**
Ziggy García*
Chris Oliver*
Louis Alarcon
Mike Jimenez
Erik Porras

**Trombones**
Jose Reyes
Jerry Escobar
Cassie Hammond
Robert Soto*

**Rhythm**
Adam Fernandez, Piano
Steve Hammond, Piano
Andrew Brado, Bass
Kenny Bautista, Drums
Arath Corral, Guitar
Nick Ochoa, Aux

**LAB BAND I**
Sam Trimble, Director

**Vocals**
Stephanie Arizpe
Astrid Galván
Pedro García
Elisa Gomez
Susan Lang
Amanda Mullins
Melanie Ramón
Jesus Carlos Rodríguez
Brenda Solano
Tim Thompson

**JAZZ SINGERS**
Elisa Fraser Wilson, Director
Pat Provencio, Associate Director

**Rhythm**
Justin Cardenas, Piano
Harold Odegard, Guitar
Jonathan Lozoya, Bass
Isai Mata, Drums
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